
Designed to wear.
The first thing you notice about Nano is its incredibly 
slim design. Available as a pendant or as a wristband, 
Nano’s compact size, light weight and clean lines 
make it discreet and easy to wear. Unlike other bulky, 
dated pendants, Nano was designed to be resilient 
and attractive. The ability to cancel alert calls with a 
long press of the button and many other innovative 
features make Nano one of the best pendants on 
the market.

Wear it anywhere, anytime.
Fully sealed and waterproof, Nano can be submerged 
up to 6m [20 ft] underwater. While at home the user 
can take a shower, wash dishes, or even swim in a 
pool. Nano will work in nearly any situation. With an 
effective range of up to 200 m [650 ft] in open space, 
Nano can be trusted to transmit signals anywhere in 
the home. Paired with an astounding battery life of 
over 5.5 years, Nano was built for anything. 

• Cancels help calls or false alarms with an 8
second press of the help button

• Able to answer incoming phone calls on the
home phone line with a press of the button

• Low battery detection and supervision
• Ultra low power consumption
• Portable and extremely compact pendant
• Waterproof up to 6 m [20 ft] underwater
• Can be worn on the wrist or around the neck
• Choice of white plastic watch band or black

lanyard
• Adjustable lanyard with a breakaway safety snap

closure

Detailed Features

Compatible devices: Nova; Apex; Apex V
Frequency:  433 MHz
Range:  Up to 200 m [650 ft]

in open space
Power: Sealed CR2032 lithium 

battery
Battery life: 5.5 years over*
Operating temperature:  -20° to 50°C
Operating Humidity: Up to 95% non-condensing
Dimensions: 38.6 X 25 X 10.9mm
*Battery life is calculated at an average of 2 activations per day.

Technical Specifications

nano

A PERS is not complete without a capable and 
resilient pendant. Nano, one of the world’s 
smallest pendants, has a powerful transmitter, 
a remarkably long battery life and an incredibly 
long range.
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